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Abstract— This paper presents a Nonlinear Cyclic Pursuit
based target capturing strategy for a group of autonomous
vehicles. The vehicles are modeled as unicycles. The vehicles
are assumed to be heterogeneous in the sense that they move
with different velocities which are constant over time and have
different controller gains. Each vehicle in cyclic pursuit follows
the target as well as the next neighbor. At equilibrium, the
vehicles capture the target and move along concentric circles
in a rigid polygonal formation around the target with equal
angular speeds. A necessary condition for the existence of
equilibrium formation is derived. Simulation results verifies the
derived results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative control of Multi-vehicle systems have at-
tracted much attention nowadays, due to their various ap-
plications and advantages as compared to solo missions.
The various research problems that are being studied in this
area are consensus, rendezvous, formation control, motion
coordination and cooperative target tracking. In this paper we
study application of cooperative control for stationary target
tracking with multiple heterogeneous vehicles. In various
military and civil applications such as survellience, security
systems, space and under water exploration, it is often
required to track a target moving in a dynamic environment.
In such situations cooperative target tracking would be
attractive solution rather than employing a single, intelligent
and sophisticated vehicle. Cooperative target tracking is one
form of motion coordination, where a group of vehicles reach
specific relative positions and orientations with respect to the
target and follow it, while maintaining the formation. For
proper coverage of the target it is desirable to have uniform
distribution of the agents around the target.

Kobayashi et al. [1] have proposed a decentralized control
scheme for target capturing by multiple agents based on
gradient descent method where each agent’s behavior is
determined by using position information about the target
and two other agents in its neighborhood. In this paper each
robot is regarded as a point mass and can move in any
direction. The authors have designed two step controller. In
the first step, robots try to move at desired distance from the
target whereas in the second step they move so as to achieve
uniform distribution. It is proved that the coordination results
into a circular formation enclosing the freely moving target.
In [2], Klein and Morgansen studied a target tracking based
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on oscillator models. The authors have considered a group of
nonholonomic planar vehicles that tracks a reference vehicle.
Assuming that all the vehicles know the position as well
as velocity of the target, the authors have desinged two
controls: velocity matching control and spacing control. A
velocity matching control is designed using full information
of the target and all the other vehicles, to match the velocity
of the collective centroid to the reference velocity, whereas
spacing control is designed to steer individual vehicles near
the centroid. These results are extended to 3D space in
[3]. Lan et al. [4] have proposed a state-dependent hybrid
controller to steer the vehicles closer to the target and then
coordinate their motion to achieve evenly spaced circular
motion around the fixed target. Each vehicle uses the distance
and bearing angle of its neighboring vehicle as the feedback
information. In [4] and [5], switching control law is designed
based on reachability and invariance analysis to achieve
independent motion towards the target without any inter-
vehicle interaction when the vehicles are far away from the
target and a coordinated motion when they are near to the
target. In all the papers, discussed above, both linear as
well as angular velocity of agents are controlled in order
to capture the target.

Cyclic pursuit is a simple strategy derived from the be-
havior of social insects. In cyclic pursuit, the agenti follows
agenti + 1 modulon. This strategy can be used to obtain
various behaviors like rendezvous, motion in formation,
target capturing etc. Bruckstein et al. [6] modeled behaviors
of ants, crickets and frogs with continuous and discrete cyclic
pursuit laws. Stability and convergence of group of ants in
linear pursuit are described in [7]. Sinha and Ghosh [8]
have proposed a generalization of the linear cyclic pursuit
law with the application to rendezvous of multiple agents
having different speed and different gain. Marshall et al.
[9] studied the geometric formations of multivehicle system
under linear as well as nonlinear cyclic pursuit. They have
analyzed the equilibrium and stability of these formations in
case of identical agents. In [10] Sinha and Ghosh studied
generalized nonlinear cyclic pursuit and derived a necessary
condition for equilibrium formation of heterogeneous agents.

Cyclic pursuit based formation control strategies, dis-
cussed in [9] and [10] deal with formations about a point
which cannot be specified a priori. In order to enable target
enclosing, we should be able to achieve formations about
specified point (target). Rattan and Ghosh [11] have proposed
Implicit Leader Cyclic Pursuit (ILCP) law for achieving
formations about a given goal point and have used it for
rendezvous of multiple vehicles. In [12], Kim and Sugie
have proposed a distributed approach based on a modified
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cyclic pursuit strategy, to achieve a target-capturing task in
a 3D space. Each agent, modeled as a point mass with no
motion constraints, decides its behavior based on the desired
formation specifications and the information about its next
neighbor and the target. Guo et al. [13] studied the formation
of group of robots enclosing a moving target. Each robot is
modeled as a linear agent and the interaction topology may
change as the system evolves. The authors have designed an
adaptive scheme based on Lyapunov function approach to
estimate velocity of the target. With this estimated velocity
and the local information about target , pre - neighbor and
next - neighbor, the control law proposed by Guo et al. [13],
is able to track the moving target keeping a circular formation
around it. In [14], the authors have studied the problem
of cooperative target tracking among a group of ground
robots where it is assumed that the robots have information
about target’s position, velocity, and acceleration. They have
developed control laws for both single-integrator and double-
integrator robot models.

Most of the target tracking strategies discussed in the
literature have considered either decentralized strategy for a
group of holonomic agents or centralized strategy for a group
of non - holonomic agents. This motivated us to propose a
decentralized strategy for non - holonomic agents. Cyclic
pursuit based target tracking considering realistic model of
an agent have not been explored much. We propose and
analyze the target tracking strategy based on nonlinear cyclic
pursuit strategy where each agent takes decision based on
the position information of the target and that of one of it’s
neighbor. In this paper, we studied the case when the target
is staionary and present a simulation result to show that this
strategy is equally applicable for moving target. The main
contributions of the paper are:

• Decentralized target tracking strategy for non - holo-
nomic agents

• Necessary condition for achieving a formation about a
stationary target

• Strategy which ensures coverage of the target at equi-
librium.

This paper is organized as follows. Analysis of the proposed
strategy begins with modeling of the system in Section
II followed by possible equilibrium formations in Section
III. In Section IV we derive the necessary condition for
the equilibrium. Section V presents simulation results and
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. M ODELING THE SYSTEM

Consider a group ofn agents employed to track the target.
The kinematics of each agent with a single nonholonomic
constraint can be modeled as:

ẋi = Vi cos θi (1a)

ẏi = Vi sin θi (1b)

θ̇i =
ai

Vi

(1c)

wherePi ≡ [xi, yi]
T represents the position of agenti and

θi represents the heading angle of the agenti with respect to
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Fig. 1. Vehicle Formation geometry

a global reference frame. Equation (1) can represent a point
mass model of a UAV flying at a fixed altitude or a point
mass model of a wheeled robot on a plane. We use a generic
term “agent ” to represent the aerial or ground vehicle. We
assume that the agenti is moving with linear speedVi which
is constant over time. Therefore, the motion of the agenti
is controlled using the lateral acceleration,ai.

Our objective is to enclose the target withn agents. It
is assumed that each agenti has the information about the
target position andi + 1th agent’s position. Consider the
target to be located at pointP as shown in Fig. 1. We modify
the classical cyclic pursuit law for target enclosing problem
such that agenti, positioned atPi, follows not onlyi + 1th

agent atPi+1 but also the target atP . Let ρ be a constant
(0 < ρ < 1), which decides the weightage agenti gives to
the target positionP , over the position of the agenti + 1,
Pi+1. The agenti follows a virtual leader located at the
point P

′

i+1 which is a convex combination ofP and Pi+1.
The pointP

′

i+1 is calculated as:

P
′

i+1 = ρ Pi+1 + (1 − ρ) P where ρ ∈ (0, 1) (2)

Since we are considering a stationary targe, let us assume a
target centric reference frame and let us define the following
variables (refer Fig. 1):
rig – Distance betweenith agent and the target.
ri – Distance betweenith agent andi + 1th agent.
ri

′

– Distance betweenith agent and virtual leader
at P

′

i+1.
fi – angle made by the vectorrig with respect to the

reference.
hi – heading angle ofith agent with respect to the

reference.
αi – angle between the heading ofith agent and the line
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of sight (LOS)PiPi+1 of agenti.
φi – angle between the heading ofith agent and

modified LOSPiP
′

i+1 .
We define the control input to theith agent that is the

lateral accelerationai, as

ai = kiφi (3)

where, ki > 0 is the controller gain. As the agents are
assumed to be non - holonomic,0 ≤ ai ≤ aimax

for all i. We
incorporate the constraint on lateral acceleration by putting a
limit on the value ofki, ki ≤ k

imax
, wherekimax

=
aimax

2π
.

It is assumed that for all time,t ≥ 0

0 ≤ φi ≤ 2π (4)

This ensures that the agents always rotate in counter clock-
wise direction. The kinematics (1) can be re-written in the
target centric reference frame as,

ṙig = Vi cos(hi − fi) (5)

ḟ i+1
i = ḟi+1 − ḟi

=
Vi+1 sin(hi+1 − fi+1)

r(i+1)g
−

Vi sin(hi − fi)

rig

(6)

ḣi − ḟi = ωi − ḟi =
kiφi

Vi

−
Vi sin(hi − fi)

rig

(7)

Let us define he states of the system as

xi(1) = rig (8a)

xi(2) = fi+1 − fi (8b)

xi(3) = hi − fi (8c)

for i = 1, 2, · · ·n. Then we can write (5) - (7) as:

ẋi(1) = Vi cos(xi(3)) (9a)

ẋi(2) =
Vi+1 sin(xi+1(3))

xi+1(1)
−

Vi sin(xi(3))

xi(1)
(9b)

ẋi(3) =
kiφi

Vi

−
Vi sin(xi(3))

xi(1)
. (9c)

Equation (9) gives the kinematics ofith agent. In the
subsequent sections, all the analysis are done based on this
model.

III. F ORMATION AT EQUILIBRIUM

In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of the
agents under the control law (3).
Theorem 1: Consider n agents with kinematics (9). At
equilibrium, the agents move on concentric circles, with(i)
the target at the center of concentric circles and(ii) equal
angular velocities.
Proof: At equilibrium ẋi(j) = 0 for i = 1, ..., n and
j = 1, 2, 3, which implies, from (9), that

˙rig = 0 (10)

ḟ i+1
i = 0 (11)

ḣi − ḟi = 0 (12)

Then, from (5) - (7), at equilibrium

xi(1) = rig = constant (13)

xi(2) = f i+1
i = constant (14)

xi(3) = hi − fi = constant (15)

From (13), we observe that the distance between the target
and agenti (for all i) remains constant at equilibrium. Using
(5) and (10) we can write,

hi − fi = (2m + 1)
π

2
where m = 0,±1,±2, · · · (16)

From (7), (12) and (16),

kiφi

Vi

=
Vi sin(hi − fi)

rig

= ±
Vi

rig

(17)

Sinceki > 0, Vi > 0 andrig ≥ 0, from (4) we get

kiφi

Vi

=
Vi

rig

(18)

and therefore, in (16),m = 0,±2,±4, · · · . Assuminghi ∈
[0, 2π] and fi ∈ [0, 2π], we get hi − fi ∈ [−2π, 2π].
Thereforem = 0 or m = −2. From geometrym = 0 and
m = −2 which implies the same angle. Therefore

hi − fi =
π

2
(19)

From (3) and (18),

ai =
Vi

2

rig

. (20)

Since Vi and rig are constant,ai is constant for alli.
Therefore all the agents move in a circular path with target
at itś center and radiusrig. This proves the first part of the
theorem.

The angular velocity of agenti can be calculated from as,

ωi =
ai

Vi

=
Vi

rig

(21)

From equation (6), (11) and (19), we can write

Vi

rig

=
Vi+1

r(i+1)g
, ∀i (22)

Using (21) and (22), we can conclude that

ωi = ωi+1 ∀i (23)

Therefore all agents move around the target in concentric
circles with equal angular speed. �

Corollary: Considern agents with kinematics (9). At equi-
librium, the agents form a rigid polygon that rotates about
the target.
Proof: The proof follow directly from the theorem1.
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IV. CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM

Let the radius of the circle traversed by the first agent at
equilibrium ber1g = R1. Using (22), we can write,

rig =
Vi

V1
R1 ∀i (24)

From (18) and (24),

φi =
ViV1

kiR1
(25)

Consider Fig. 1. Let∠PPiP
′

i+1 = bi and∠PP
′

i+1Pi = zi.
We assume that the angle is positive, if it is measured
counter clockwise and negative if clockwise. Then, from
Fig. 1

n
∑

i=1
(mod n)

(f i+1
i ) = 2πd, d = 0,±1,±2, · · · (26)

φi + bi + (hi − fi) = π (27)

bi + zi + f i+1
i = π (28)

ρr(i+1)g

sin bi

=
rig

sin(zi)
=

r
′

i

sin(f i+1
i )

(29)

wherer
′

i is,

r
′

i =
√

r2
ig + ρ2r2

(i+1)g − 2rigρr(i+1)g cos(f i+1
i ) (30)

From (19) and (27)

φi + bi =
π

2
(31)

and from (31), (29) and (22)

sin(zi) =
Vi

ρVi+1
cos(φi) (32)

From (31) and (25),

f i+1
i =

π

2
+

ViV1

kiR1
− zi (33)

Now consider the set of agentsX as,

X = {i : ρ <
Vi

Vi+1
} (34)

Claim: The setX 6= ∅.
Proof: Let us assume thatX = ∅. ThenρVi+1 ≥ Vi for all
i = 1, · · · , n, which implies,ρnV1 ≥ V1. But as0 < ρ < 1,
ρnV1 < V1 which is contradictory. So there exits at least one
element in setX . �

For the agents in setX , from (22),

ρr(i+1)g < rig (35)

Then, the formation of agenti ∈ X will be as shown in
Fig. 2. The pointP represents the target. At equilibrium,
the agenti moves along the circle which has radiusrig and
centerP . Let the agenti be at the pointPi. For a givenρ,
the virtual leader of agenti ∈ X will lie on the circle of
radiusρr(i+1)g which is less thanrig. Note thatr(i+1)g can
be greater or less thanrig.

P

Q′

Q

rig

ρr(i+1)g

Q0

Q1

Vi

φmax

φ
′

Pi

φmin
Q2

Fig. 2. Formation of agents in setX

Let PiQ and PiQ
′ be the tangents drawn from pointPi

to the inner circle of radiusρr(i+1)g and φimin
and φimax

are the angles that the velocity vector ofith agent makes
with PiQ andPiQ

′ respectively. Then at equilibriumφi must
satisfy

0 < φimin
≤ φi ≤ φimax

< π. (36)

When φi = φimin
, the virtual leader ofi will be at Q and

thereforef i+1
i = φi. Similarly whenφi = φimax

, f i+1
i =

π + φi. Whenφi = φ
′

which is within the limits specified
by (36), there are two possible locations where virtual leader
can lie (Q1 and Q2). So zi as defined in Fig. 1 can take
two values. The two values ofzi are zia

= ∠PQ1Pi and
zib

= ∠PQ2Pi, which can be calculated from (32) as

zia
= sin−1(

Vi

ρVi+1
cos(φi)) (37a)

zib
= π − sin−1(

Vi

ρVi+1
cos(φi)) (37b)

Similarly, (f i+1
i ) as given in (33) can take two values as,

f i+1
i(a) =

ViV1

kiR1
+

π

2
− sin−1(

Vi

ρVi+1
cos(φi)) (38a)

f i+1
i(b) =

ViV1

kiR1
−

π

2
+ sin−1(

Vi

ρVi+1
cos(φi)) (38b)

At equilibrium, the right hand side of (37) should be real.
So the condition for existence of equilibrium can then be
stated as:
Theorem 2: Consider n agent system with kinematics (9).
The necessary condition for the equilibrium is

max
i∈X

ηi ≤ min
j∈X

µj (39)

where,

ηi = [cos−1(
ρVi+1

Vi

)]
ki

ViV1
(40a)

µj = [π − cos−1(
ρVj+1

Vj

)]
kj

VjV1
(40b)
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Proof: Equation (37) holds if, for alli,

| cos(φi) |≤
ρVi+1

Vi

(41)

For i /∈ X , i.e. if ρVi+1 ≥ Vi, equation (32) is always true.
However if i ∈ X then

−ρVi+1

Vi

≤ cos(φi) ≤
ρVi+1

Vi

Therefore,

pπ+cos−1(
ρVi+1

Vi

) ≤ φi ≤ (p+1)π+cos−1(
ρVi+1

Vi

) (42)

where,p = 0,±1,±2, · · · . From (36)p can take only one
value,p = 0. So, substituting the value ofφi from (25) in
(42), we get

cos−1
(ρVi+1

Vi

)

≤
( ViV1

kiR1

)

≤ π + cos−1
(ρVi+1

Vi

)

Let
<i = {R1 : ηi ≤ 1/R1 ≤ µi , i ∈ X} (43)

whereηi and µi are given by (40a) and (40b) respectively.
For eachi, (43) gives the range of valuesR1 can take. If

⋂

i∈X

<i 6= ∅ (44)

then there exists someR1, such that (41) is satisfied for all
i. If (44) has to be true, (39) must hold. Thus the necessary
condition for equilibrium is given by (39). �

Note 1: For the agents not in setX , that is,ρVi+1 ≥ Vi,
from (22),ρr(i+1)g ≥ rig. Whenρr(i+1)g = rig, the virtual
leader lies on the circle of radiusrig andφi can take value
in [0, π]. Whenρr(i+1)g > rig , the virtual leader lies outside
the circle of radiusrig andφi ∈ [0, 2π]. In both the cases,
given aφi, there exist an unique point where virtual leader
can lie and hence the position of the next agenti + 1 is
unique. In these cases, the value ofzi lies in [0, π/2] and is
given by (37a).
Note 2: When Theorem2 is satisfied, (27)-(29) will be
always be true. However, (26) may not be satisfied. Therefore
to achieve a formation, one requires both Theorem2 and (26)
to be true simultaneously.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we validate the analytical results obtained
in Section III and IV with MATLAB simulations. We con-
sider five agents, all having equal controller gain,ki = 5.
The target is located at the origin (0, 0). We discuss five
different cases by varying agents speed andρ value. For all
the cases, we calculate range<i, for all i ∈ X using (43)
and is listed in Table I. Letf(R1, ρ) represent the left hand
side of equation (26) where we calculate the value off i+1

i

using (38a) for alli. Fig. 6 shows variation off(R1, ρ) with
R1 for different cases considered below. The system may
settle withR1 values, at which equation (26) is satisfied. In
all the figures showing trajectories of the agents, circle(◦)
represent initial position and(4) represent final position of
agent.
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Fig. 3. Case1: Trajectories of the agents
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Fig. 4. Case1: Inter agent distance with respect to time

Case 1: In this case the agents are placed randomly and
are assumed to move with speedV = [25 20 15 10 5]
and ρ = 0.8. Therefore,X = {1, 2, 3, 4}. From Table I,
⋂

i∈X
<i = ∅ as the range ofR1 is 55.18 ≤ R1 ≤ 43.13.

Hence the system does not have an equilibrium. Fig. 3 , Fig.
4 and Fig. 5 confirms the same.

Case 2: Consider a case when the agents with ran-
dom initial positions are moving with speedV =
[27 21 15 18 5] and ρ = 0.8. So, X = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
From Table I, the range ofR1 is [65.02 72.18]. Within this
range, as shown in Fig. 6, there is no value ofR1 in this
range that satisfies equation (26). Hence the system does not
have an equilibrium. Fig. 7 shows, the system does not settle
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Fig. 5. Case1: Agent to target distance with respect to time
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TABLE I

THE RANGE OFR1

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

<1 [55.18 142.64] [65.02 162.14] [55.18 142.64] [41.48 119.79] [42.37 112.92]
<2 [45.16 107.84] [52.04 117.81] [45.16 107.84] [37.08 94.23] [27.34 124.26]
<3 [35.16 74.38] [28.34 285.42] [35.16 74.39] [–] [–]
<4 [25.22 43.13] [54.15 72.18] [–] [37.06 114.73] [34.99 140.43]
<5 [–] [–] [–] [27.03 374.98] [–]
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Fig. 7. Case2: Trajectories of the agents

to equilibrium formation.
Case 3: Here we consider the case-1 but now withV5 =

16. So, X = {1, 2, 3}. In this case from the Table I, the
range of R1 is [55.18 74.39]. Within this range there is
only one value ofR1 = 67.72 at which equation (26) is
satisfied (Refer Figure 6). So, from (24), steady state radius
of the agents moving along circular path around the target
is [67.72 54.176 40.63 27.088 43.34] . Simulation re-
sults in Fig. 8 confirms the radius of circles for all the agents.
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Fig. 8. Case3: Trajectories of the agents

Case 4: Consider agents moving with speedV =
[22 19 15 20 18] and ρ = 0.8. So,X = {1, 2, 4, 5}.
As shown in Figure 6, there are two values ofR1 =
{45.45, 64.52} for which equation (26) is satisfied within
the range ofR1 shown in Table I . Simulation results in
Fig. 9 shows that a case corresponding toR1 = 45.45 is
unstable. So with any random initial position, the system
of n agents settles toR1 = 64.52 with d = 2 as shown
in Fig. 10. The inter-agent distance and distance to target
as time progresses are as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
respectively. The plots shows that these distances settle to a
constant value implying a stable formation around the target.
Case 5: Now we discuss a case having more than one stable

equilibrium formations. Depending on the initial conditions,
the system ofn agents converges to one of these formations.
We consider agents with speedV = [22 16 15 20 18]
and ρ = 0.9. In this caseX = {1, 2, 4}. From Table
I, the range ofR1 is 42.37 ≤ R1 ≤ 112.92. The plot
of f(R1, ρ) in Fig. 6 for the values ofR1 within this
range, shows three possible values ofd or three possible
equilibrium formations. From the simulations, we observed
that an equilibrium corresponding tod = 3 is unstable and
that corresponding tod = 2 andd = 1 is stable. We assumed
random initial positions of the agents . Fig. 13 and 14 shows
that the system reaches equilibrium withR1 = 63.67 and
R1 = 110.62 respectively for different initial positions. We
can observe from Fig. 13 that the agents are able to capture
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Fig. 9. Case4: Trajectories of the agents initially placed withR1 = 45.44
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Fig. 10. Case4: Trajectories of the agents with random initial positions
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Fig. 11. Case4: Inter agent distance versus time plot
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Fig. 12. Case4: Agent to target distance versus time plot
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Fig. 13. Case5: Trajectories of the agents withR1 = 63.67

the target which is outside the convex hull of agents initial
positions.
The simulation results discussed above verifies the derived
results for randomly placed agents capturing the stationary
target even if the target is outside the convex hull of initial
positions of agents. In the next subsection we show through
simulation that this strategy works in general for moving
target also.

A. Moving Target

Consider a maneuvering target, placed initially at point
(40,100). It is assumed that the target is moving with a
constant velocity of1 unit/sec. The agents start from random
initial positions with velocityv = [25 20 15 10 12], k = 5
and ρ = 0.6. Fig. 15 shows that they get into a{5/2}
formation about the moving target and continue to enclose
it maintaining the formation. This illustrates the potential of
the proposed strategy for cooperatively tracking a moving
target.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The paper has addressed cyclic pursuit based target track-
ing using a group of heterogeneous agents modeled as planar
kinematic unicycle model moving with constant speed. At
equilibrium, the agents move with a polygonal formation
around the target with equal angular speed. A Necessary
condition for the existence of the equilibrium is derived.
Simulations verifies the analytical results. The proposed
strategy works well in the case of a moving target.

The next step in this research work would be to iden-
tify sufficient conditions for the existence of equilibrium.
Complete analysis in case of moving target could be another
direction for the future work.
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